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Introduction
A Research on Mentality of People about Angels,
Jinn, and Satan
When we speak of "Angel", what comes to our mind is an image of an
innocent child or a young girl with colorful feathers, drawn in the vault of the
churches or in paintings of Artists.
When we speak of "Jinn", what has already been taken place in our minds, are
evil creatures, sometimes very small and invisible, that were embodied by the quotations of timid children or the stories of grandmothers, fortune-tellers, and Jinncaptors.
And when the "Satan" is spoken, immediately images of old books comes in
mind, therein Satan was pictured on the shape of a giant, ugly and unsightly, with
sharp horns on either side of the head. The historical background of these pictures
return to the Ages of Polytheism and Paganism of human history, wherein the statues
of such giants, with horns and tail, were worshipped just to escape from the evils and
bad events.
Teachings of Quran about Angels Jinn and Satan
What the Quran is effective in this area, you will notice clearly in the different
parts of this book. According to the classifications made you can study on these
creatures and on their nature of functions and effect of actions.
What is needed to add is that, at the time of reading and thinking on this
book, you may ignore the primitive mentalities as well as the church graffiti or old
paintings which made preoccupied images in your mind, and by the new facts that
God, as the Creator of the Universe, expressed in this book, find a new perception.
The Scientists may also consider the new idea in this book to make it a base for their
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scientific theories.
Todays, the new science found out the new agents which accept them as
invisible factors, such as sound waves, radio waves, optical waves, gravity, and so on.
While these factors cannot be seen, but all people feel their effects. They are named
Waves because of their move like sea waves, and some others named power based on
the prior knowledge of the other forces. However, one thing is certain that:

- First, these factors are present,
- Secondly, the factors are not seen and are Unseen,
- Thirdly, the work and activities of these factors is evident in everyday life of
humans and in the visible universe. Some of them record and broadcast our speech
and image, and proceed it by an unimaginable speed. Some, for billions and billions
of years, without the slightest violation of its duty, preserve the heavenly spheres and
coordinate their motion and set them altogether.
If we compare these concepts and what we will find in the contents of this
book, as well as the description of these factors by God in the holy Quran, how simple
can we remove the preoccupied images of angels and winged girl painting or statues
from our mind and replace it with such clear facts.
(See Chapter 5, The duty of Angels to protect human, his deeds, and words.
Also, Chapter 1, The nature and functions of the Angels.)

Why We Do Not See These Factors?

Human beings cannot see the Nature of Things. But only if the light hits an
object, its Image is transmitted to the brain through the eye. If the light intensity is
more or less than what the eye uses, the object is not seen. On the other hand, we
know that the Radio frequency broadcast with a dizzying speed of 300/000/000 kilometers per second, which is much more than what the human ear uses. We only hear
frequencies from 60 to 4000. So, these factors and powers can only be understandable
by our eyes and ears when we can lower and limit them to the extent and frequency of
our perception tools, or empower our perception tools enough to reach their limit
and frequency.
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The reason why we do not see these factors governing the universe and
human life, is this limitation. If one day this limitation is lost, or the human being get
out of his body and the limitations of the physical body, a lot of unseen for him will be
visible.
The Effects of Angels' Work
If we do not use the English word of "Angel" (The Spiritual Being, Attendant or
Messenger of God,) in case of these Creatures, and instead of it we try to find a word or

synthetic to imply the sense of "Divine Kingdom Agents," ( such as Arabic word "Malak

or Malakoot", we can feel a better concept of power and rule which lies in the sense of
this combination.
The Holy Quran calls these Agents, that run the world, as "Malak - the Divine
Kingdom Agents." Quran accepts the

Malaks as the intermediaries in Devising and the

Messengers, whose power of act and speed in movement, is unthinkable for us.
We do not insist on using the words like "Power" or "Waves" and other
similar pre-used words, to define the Malaks (Angels) running our Universe, but we
insist to create the concepts of these "Divine Kingdom Agents ," in the readers' mind.
What about "Jinn" and "Satan" should be added is that, there are some agents
whose intentions and services are in contrary with the Angels. While the Angels
intentions and functions are in the service of man and his life evolution and
happiness, those agents, because of their different nature and creation, act against the
human and his happiness.
Seyyed Mehdi Amin
Mars. 1994
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Chapter One
The Nature of Jinn, and its Potentials
What is Jinn?
( جن/ ١) «!»قُـلْ ا ُو ِحـ َى اِلَـ ﱠى اَنﱠهُ ا ْستَ َمـ َع نَفَـ ٌر ِمنَ ْال ِجـنﱢ فَقـالُوا اِنّا َس ِمعْنـا قُرْ انا َع َجبا

" Say: it has been revealed to me that a party of the jinn listened, and they said:
Surely we have heard a wonderful Quran!"
(Holy Quran. Jinn, 1.)

The word "Jinn" means the kind of God's creatures hidden from our senses,
the Holy Quran admitted the existence of such beings, and expressed the following
matters about them:
1- These Kind of creatures were created before mankind.
2- This kind of creature was created of the gender of Fire, likewise the Human
Kind was created from Soil:" And the Jinn We had created before that of an [invisible]

intensive fire !" (Holy Quran. Hejr, 27.)
3- This kind, such as the human kind, has life, death, and Ressurection: "Such

people will be subject to the punishment of God, which was also decreed for many
human beings and jinn before them. These people are certainly lost!" (Holy Quran.
Ahqaf, 18.)

4- These kind of living creatures, like other creatures, have male, female,
marriage, birth and reproduction: "Certain human beings sought refuge with certain

jinn and this increased the rebelliousness of those jinn ." (Holy Quran. Jinn, 6.)
5- This kind, like human beings, have the Intelligence and Will, and moreover,
they can do many fast and hard works that the humankind cannot do, such as
mentioned in the Verses related to the stories of Solomon (AS), where the fairies were
subjected to His Holiness, and also in the story of Sheba.
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6- The jinn, like human, are believers and unbelievers, some of them are pious
and others are corrupt ones. In this regard we read the following Verses:

- " I did not create the jinn and the humans except that they may worship Me !"
(Holy Quran. Zariyat, 56.)

-2 " Surely we have heard a wonderful Quran. It does guide to the Straight
Path, so We believed in it !" (Holy Quran. Jinn, 1.)
3-"And among us some are Muslims and Some are dis-believers!"
(Holy Quran. Jinn, 14.)

4- "Among us some are righteous…!" (Holy Quran. Jinn, 11.)
5-" They said: O, our people! We listened to the recitation of a Divine Book
after Mussa's Book, confirming the previous Scriptures; it guides to the Truth and to
the Straight Path. O, our people! Listen to the one who Invites you to Allah and
believe in him…!" (Holy Quran. Ahqaf, 30‐31.)
And other verses that refer to other characteristics of the jinns.
(Almizan v. 39, p. 190.)
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Chapter One
The Creation of Satan, its Essence and Nature
The Issue of Satan
The issue of Satan in our view is a commonplace and banal issue, we pay no
more attention to it, except that we curse him several times a day, and of him we seek
shelter to God, and condemn him for sake of some of our disturbing thoughts that we
deem are of his side. But one must recognize that this issue is one the important
subjects deserves careful consideration and discussion, Unfortunately, so far, we have
not sought to see what did the Holy Quran say about the truth of these strange
creatures, while they are absent from our senses, they have the strange possessions on
the world of humanity !
Why should we not intend to pay attention? Why should we neglect to
recognize our domestic and inner enemy? The enemy that since the dawn of mankinds till the end of their life, and even after their death, he did not stop his plots to
involve the humans and fill them in hell and eternal punishment ?
Why we do not know what kind of strange creature is he that while he is busy
with one of us to deceive, at the same time he is busy to mislead exactly the same way
and at the same time, all the humans kind? While he is aware of the outwards of
everyone, he is aware even of the most hidden and secret thoughts at the angles of
humans' mind. In addition to his awareness of human thought, he is engaged in
conspiracy and misleading of its owner as well?
(Almizan v. 15, p. 46.)

Quran's View on the Nature of Satan

( اعراف/ ١١) «! ...ْليــس
» قُ ْلنــا لِ ْل َمــالآئِ َكــ ِة ا ْسجُــ ُدوا ِال َد َم فَ َس َجــ ُدوآا اِالّ اِب
َ

"Certainly We created you, then We formed you, then We said
to the angels," Prostrate before Adam." So they all prostrated,
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but not Iblis: he was not among those who prostrated!"
(Holy Quran. A'araf,11.)
Several Quranic Verses show that: Satan is a creature of God's creatures, who
have the will and consciousness like humans, and invites the human beings to evils
and immoral acts, pushing them toward Sin. This Creature exists before human
beings, lived with the Angels, and has not had any distinction from them. After that
Adam (AS) was created, he was removed off from the Angels' line, and unlike them
fall in the way of evil and corruption. Finally, his fate ended to a point that, any kind
of deviations, misery, misleading, and wrongs are committed by the human beings
are, in some way, attributed to him. In contrast, the Angels, if every individual human
beings can achieve to happiness, final perfection, and nearness to God; are, in some
way, attributed to the guidance of them.
Satan, to do his work, has many assistants and followers out of his children,
jinns, and the men, that each of them, in a certain way, apply his commandments. He
instructs them to intervene and possess in the world, and in everything connected
with human life, in order to show the falsehood as truth and pretend the ugliness as
beauty. They also show obedience to his commandments, and possess in human
hearts, bodies, wealth, children, and other worldly aspects of their lifes. They try to
misslead humans, sometimes collectively, sometimes individually, at one time slowly,
the other time quickly, sometimes indirect, the other times by means of worship, and
finally by sin.
The possession of Satan and his army is not so perceptible to human being to
understand that when Satan enters in his heart and how induces the invalid thought in
his heart, or acknowledges that the thought is not his own and the other person has
induced it in his heart- so, not the work of Satan and his army is annoying the Human
behavior, nor their essences and individuals are within the scope of human existence,
except that God has informed us that Satan is of the gender of jinn, and God has
created Satan and his army out of fire. In anyway there is differences on the start and
end of his existence.
(Almizan v. 15, p. 57.)
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Satan's Raw Material

(ص/٧٦) «!...نار
ٍ » َخلَ ْقتَنى ِم ْن

" … You Created me from fire…!" (Holy Quran. Saad, 76.)
In this Verse, Satan explains his reason for disobedience from God's
Command, why did not prostrate himself to Adam. The reason is that he says: I have
my inherent nobility, since You have created me from fire, but Adam is a creature
made of clay !
(Almizan v. 34, p. 41.)
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Chapter Two
The Philosophy of Satan's Creation
Questions about the
Philosophy of Satan's Creation
ُ »يا بَنى آا َد َم ال يَ ْفتِنَنﱠ ُكـ ُم ال ﱠشي
( اعراف/ ٢٥  تا١١) «!...ْطـان

" O, Children of `Adam! Do not let Satan tempt you…!"
(Holy Quran. A'araf, 11‐25.)

1- Why God created the Satan ? He knew what he was?
2- Although the Satan was a Jinn why God caused him to associate with Angels?
3- While God knew Satan will not obey Him, why ordered him to bow?
4- Why did not help Satan to bow and led him astray?
5- Why did not destroy Satan after his disobedience ?
6-Why God granted Satan a respite until the Day of Resurrection or the Day of an
Appointed Time?
7- Why God allowed Satan, like the blood, to flow in all parts of human life and
possess him?
8- Why God confirmed Satan with forces and allowed him to get way to all over the
human life?
9- Why God made Satan hidden from human perceptions and sight?
10- Why did God help Satan thoroughly, but did not help humans?
11- Why God did not restrain disclosing the human creation secrets to Satan, to
avoid his greed to mislead the human?
12- Even though Satan was the farthest and most hostile creatures, how did he speak
to God and God spoke to him? and how?
13- Which way was Satan's entry into Paradise?
14- How is it possible the falsehood, temptation, and sin be committed in the holy
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and sacred place of Paradise?
15- While the Satan's speech was against the God's Order, why did Adam accept it ?
16- While the eternal dwelling in the world is in contrary with the belief in
Resurrection, how did Adam greed in his immortality?
17- How is it possible that Adam commits a sin while he was a prophet?
18- While the penitent is like someone who has no sin, how Adam's penitence was
accepted but he did not return to his primary Position? And how... and how...?

The neglect and failure of most commentators in this very real and serious
discussion, and their carelessness in question and answer get to the extent that in
answering these problems, some of them had dared to say that the purpose of the
Adam in this story is the "kind" of man, and the story is a fictional story, or tell that
the purpose of Satan is the forces that invite the man to evil and corruption. Or tell
that the issuance of immoral deeds from God is permissible, and all the sins is of His
own. And He destroys what He created, and generally the "Good" is what He wants
and Orders to do it, and the "Bad" is what he has forbidden it, or tell that Adam was
even not of the Prophets' group, or the Prophets are in general not innocent of sin, or
before their Prophet-hood they were not innocent, therefore when Adam disobeyed
God he was not appointed as a Prophet, or tell that all these scenes are for the sake of
examination.
It should be understood that the only cause of the futility of these discussions is
that the commentators, on these issues, did not differ the real aspects from the
nominal aspects, and did not separate the genetic issues from the legislative issues,
thus tangled the discussions, then involved the contractual and nominal principles,
that have no use except in legislation and social system, in the creative affairs and
stated it.
If we want to discuss freely around this issue as well as the religious and genetic
truths of it, we should already explain some topics as below:
1- Philosophy of Satan's Creation, and the Law of Good and Evil
2- Genetic Roots of Antithesis Law, and Philosophy of Satan's Creation

3- Necessity of Satan's Existence as a Pillar of Mankind Existence System
(Almizan v. 15, p. 47.)
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1- Philosophy of Satan's Creation,
and the Law of Good and Evil

ُ
( اعـــراف/ ٢٥  تـــا١١) «!...ْطـــــان
»يــــا بَنـــى آا َد َم ال يَ ْفتِنَنﱠ ُكــــ ُم ال ﱠشي
" O, Children of Adam! Do not let Satan tempt you…! "
(Holy Quran. A'araaf, 11‐25 )

First, we should know that "all things" which have been created, or may be
created, in their existence, are "Good", namely, they are good in mere creation,
without anything be added them, so that, if we assume, even as an impossible
assumption, that one of the evils is destined to be created, and it comes to the world,
after his existence, his case will be like the case of other creatures, namely, no trace of
evil and wickedness will be with him, unless its existence is added by or connected to
other thing, and because of this connection, it spoils and corrupts one of the systems
of the Existence rightful system, or causes a number of other creatures to be deprived
of their welfare and happiness. This is where the evils appear all around the world.
And, what we mentioned above: " Without anything be added them," we meant
same, therefore, if we find that a creature, such as snake or scorpion, is harmful for us
because of an additional means they have, we must understand that it has certainly
some useful advantage than its disadvantage, otherwise the Divine Wisdom would not
demand its existence. In this case, the existence of such a creature would also be
"Good".
This is the same meaning that the following Verses refer to it:
" Allah is the One Who gives the best Perfection to all that He created…! " (Holy
Quran.Sajdeh , 7. )

" Blessed be Allah, the Cherisher/Nurturer/Lord of the Worlds !"
(Holy Quran.A'araaf , 54. )

" And there is not a single creature but Glorifies His Praise, but you do not
understand their Praise and Glorification…!" (Holy Quran. Asra , 44. )
(Almizan v. 15, p. 49.)
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2- Genetic Roots of the Law of Opposites
and Philosophy of Satan's Creation

ُ
( اعـــراف/ ٢٥  تـــا١١) «!...ْطـــــان
»يــــا بَنـــى آا َد َم ال يَ ْف ِتنَنﱠ ُكــــ ُم ال ﱠشي
" O, Children of Adam! Do not let Satan tempt you…! "
(Holy Quran. A'araaf, 11‐25 )

Second - the World of Creation, to such an extent, all its components relate to
each other, and like a chain, its beginning is connected to its end, so that the creation
of a part of it demands the creation of entire world, and the improving a part of it
requires the improvement of the entire world, as Said in the Verse: " And Our
command is but a single word, like the twinkling of an eye…!" (Holy Quran.A'araaf , 54. )
This connection does not require that all creatures have to be alike and their
associate to each other have to be equal and similar, because if all the components of
the universe were alike, there was not a world but only one entity was realized,
therefore the Divine Wisdom required that these creatures to be different from each
other in respect of their perfection and imperfection, having the values of existence,
or lack of it, and the ability to achieve that values or lack of it.
If in the world, there was not evil, corruption, fatigue, lack, defect, and
weakness, etc., there would be, of course, no example for good, verity, comfort,
existence, perfection, and strength; therefore our reason could not find a meaning for
them. Because, in general, our reason abstracts any meaning from its outer exemplar,
if, in the world, there would not be misery, sin, evil, blame, punishment, and so; the
happiness, obedience, faith, praise, and reward could not be realized. If there would
not be a world there was not a Hereafter. If there was no Sin, namely, the
disobedience of non-obligatory Command of Superior was in no way possible,
inevitably, the demand of Superior becomes obligatory and compulsory, therefore,
when performing a task becomes a mandate and necessity, there would be no meaning
for the Superior's Command on it. Asking the Superior to such an act is to achieve an
pre-achievement.
And when there would be no meaning to Command of Superior, there will be
no example for Obedience; and when there would be no obedience and sin there will
be no praise, blame, reward, punishment, promise, threat, warning, and good news;
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and when the case was so there will be no religion, no legislation, and no invitation.
While there would be no religion, there will be no Prophet, and no Messenger; when
there would be no Prophetic Mission and Message Calling, inevitably there will be no
Society and no Civilization. If there would be no Society, there will be no Humanity,
and so on; therefore supposing the lack of a single thing, is the suppose of the
inexistence of all parts of the Universe.
Now, as this meaning is cleared out, we say: If there would be no
Satan, there will be no Mankind Existence System
(Almizan v. 15, p. 49.)

3- Necessity of Satan's Existence
as a Pillar of Mankind Existence System

ُ
( اعـــراف/ ٢٥  تـــا١١) «!...ْطـــــان
»يــــا بَنـــى آا َد َم ال يَ ْفتِنَنﱠ ُكــــ ُم ال ﱠشي
" O, Children of Adam! Do not let Satan tempt you…! "
(Holy Quran. A'araaf, 11‐25 )

The existence of Satan that invites man to evil and sin, is one of the pillars of
mankind existence system. Satan's existence, with regard to Straight Path, is as the
edge to the road; it is quite clear that if there would be no sides of the road, no road
will be assumed.
Considering above fact the meaning of the following Verses, as well as our
arguments, will be cleared:
" Iblis said: As you strayed me [By depriving me from Your Guidance,] Surely, I
will lie in wait for those who Believe in Your Straight Path !" (Holy Quran. A'araaf, 16 )

" God said: This is a Straight Path to Me. As for My servants, you shall have no
authority over them, except those who are misled and follow you !" (Holy Quran. Hejr,
41‐42 )

Considering the two aspects mentioned above, if we look at the story of
Prostration to Adam carefully, we find that these Verses are, in fact, an image of the
real relation which is between Mankind, Angels and Satan. The point is that, this
reality is mentioned in the form of the Command, obedience, arrogance, rejection,
stoning, questioning, and answering. And it will reveal that all the problems or
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questions, that we quoted above a part of it, caused by failure in accuracy and
thinking, like the mistake of some commentators that said, the forbidding to eat from
the forbidden tree, in the story of Adam, was a formative forbiddance, unaware that
the formative forbiddance means lack of creation, as is the Formative Command,
which means the Creation.
(Almizan v. 15, p. 50.)

Divine Examinations by Satanic Suggestions

ُ »لِيَجْ َع َل ماي ُْلقِى ال ﱠشي
( حج/ ٥٣) «!ْطان ِف ْتنَةً لِلﱠذينَ فى قُلُوبِ ِھ ْم َمـ َرضٌ َو ْالقا ِسيَـ ِة قُلُوبُھُ ْم
" He would make Satan's temptations a trial for those
whose hearts are hard and sick…!" (Holy Quran. Haj, 53.)
Allah says in the above Verse: This Satanic Suggestions have an expedient use,
and it is that people generally were tested by it, and the examination itself is one of the
Common Divine Rules running in the human life; by means of this Divine Law the
Auspicious ones achieve their Salvation, and the Miserable ones reach to their
Adversity, these two groups must be tested. The third category that are the ill-hearted
hypocrites will also be examined, with special way, in this Test, because reaching the
brutal miserable ones to their upmost brutal Misery is one of the Divine Trainings,
which has been desired in the Creation System, as He said: " For both groups We will
bestow from the bounty of your Lord. And the bounty of your Lord is never restricted
!" (Holy Quran. Ass'ra, 20.)
This is the meaning of the Verse: " He would make Satan's temptations a trial
for those whose hearts are hard and sick…!" (Holy Quran. Haj, 53.)
Satan also, in his mischief, is subjected to the Glorious God, Who takes use of
Satan to test his Servants, and examine those people of doubt, agnostic, and arrogance.
(Almizan v. 28, p. 276.)

Translation is to be Continued…!

